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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon Board membersMy name is Steve Boland, I am a transit planner at the SFMTA, and I am the project manager for the 3rd Street Transit and Safety ProjectThis is a Muni Forward project, part of the 90-day action plan we recently submitted to the mayor, and a Vision Zero-supporting projectI am very proud on behalf of my team to present this project to you today



Transit Delays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project is focused on 3rd St South of Market -- between Townsend and Market streets – not the segment of 3rd St farther south, used by the T ThirdIn SOMA, 3rd St is used by five of Muni’s busiest bus routes – the 8, 8AX, 8BX, 30 and 45These route serve the southeastern neighborhoods, Caltrain, and Chinatown, among other destinations, and have nearly 70,000 daily ridersOn average, a bus is scheduled to arrive every 90-120 seconds during rush hoursWe have an existing transit lane; however, traffic blocks it, and buses are delayed – especially during afternoon rush hourAs you can see here, he transit lane is used as a second right-turn lane, and buses have to get out and go aroundDuring the PM peak, buses take nearly 10 minutes to get from Caltrain to Market, which is less than a mileBetween Townsend and Howard, where our proposal is focused, buses are 40% slower during the PM peak than after 7pm



Source of Transit Delays
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Presentation Notes
Here you can see the source of the problem: 3rd Street is a feeder route to the Bay BridgeMore right turn lanes are needed for cars and trucks turning right, especially at Bryant and Folsom During afternoon rush hour, about 20% of the 2,000 vehicles headed north on 3rd Street at Bryant turn right



Pedestrian Safety
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This proposal is also focused on pedestrian safetySouth of Market is a rapidly growing area with increasing numbers of pedestrians3rd St is a wide, one-way street with up to six lanes of trafficThis is a Vision Zero High-Injury Corridor (where San Francisco’s highest rates of severe and fatal crashes occur)There were 50 ped and bike collisions in the most recent five-year period for which data were available, including two fatalities



Community Engagement
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Our outreach effort for this project was extensiveWe held more than two dozen stakeholder meetings with community and citywide advocacy organizations, institutional stakeholders, residents of senior communities, citizens advisory committees, and the Supervisors offices for Districts 3 and 6We conducted a variety of surveys, including for Muni passengers, pedestrians and motorists, as well as a door-to-door survey of merchants regarding their loading needs. These were administered both in-person and online, and in multiple languages.We had an open house attended by about 75-100 participantsApproximately 14,000 multi-lingual informational mailers were sent to businesses and residents in SoMa as well as Mission BayFinally, we provided a project website and sent email updates to more than 4,000 recipients



“Drivers are always 
blocking the transit 
lanes during rush 
hour trying to get 
to the Bay Bridge.”

What We Heard

“Buses are too 
crowded.”

“The main issue is 
pedestrian safety. Cars 
turn into the crosswalk 

while I am crossing, 
sometimes both in front 

of and behind me.”

“After 3pm cars 
turning from 3rd Street 

onto Folsom create 
gridlock where it is 

scary for pedestrians 
crossing the street.”

“From 3pm onwards 3rd

Street is very congested 
for drivers, and the turn 

from 3rd Street onto 
Folsom can take up to 

45 minutes.”
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Here you can see some of the comments we receivedIn general, there was understanding of the need for the project, and support for the proposed solutionsWe did hear concerns about changes to traffic, loading and bus stops, as well as accommodations for bikes, enforcement and other issuesThe project was refined based on what we heard from the communityNotably, we worked to maintain three through lanes from traffic from King to Market during rush hours, and extended the hours when towaway restrictions are in effect, providing more traffic capacityWe also did not remove any loading spaces. Some were relocated on the same block face or right around the corner, and a few new ones were added.I will talk more about bus stops and bikes in a moment.



Goals & Proposed Solutions
• Reduce transit delay by …

• Moving the transit lane away from right-turning 
vehicles

• Providing more capacity for right turns
• Optimizing number, location and capacity of 

stops

• Improve pedestrian safety by …
• Reducing crossing distances
• Making pedestrians more visible
• Separating right turns from peds at key 

intersections
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As you can see, we are proposing a number of improvements for transit riders and pedestriansProbably the biggest thing we are proposing is to shift the transit lane one lane to the left, away from right-turning cars, for four blocks or about a half-mile between Brannan and HowardThe transit lane would be where the buses already are in the afternoon, in the third lane from the curb, and where cars are using the transit lane to turn right at Bryant and Folsom, that would be a turn laneAlong with removing one stop – which I will talk about in a moment – we estimate this will save us about two minutes per trip in the PM peak. This would be about a 20% improvement between Caltrain and Market.



Proposed Solutions
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A few more important details …At Bryant and Folsom, bus stops would be very large– the sidewalk would be around 24 feet wide, up from 10 todayAlso at Bryant and Folsom, we would add back missing crosswalksWhere there are two right turn lanes, at Bryant and Folsom, right turns would be separated from pedestrians using a right turn-only phase with a red hand for pedestrians. At other times, there would be no rights on red.For three blocks, between Brannan and Folsom, traffic capacity would be shifted from through movements to right turns, and there would be two through lanes off-peak.However, we would use towaway restrictions to maintain three lanes during rush hours, until 10 a.m. and starting at 3 p.m. We have modeled traffic, and overall it shouldn’t be much different from today, during rush hours or mid-day.To make more room for right turns and ped bulbs, the project would remove about 18 parking spaces, which amounts to about 1.5% of all on-street parking within a block of 3rd.And while we wouldn’t be adding bike lanes, we are currently building protected bike lanes on 2nd St, and are looking at improvements to bike lanes on 5th.



Proposed Solutions
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Finally, we are also proposing to reduce the number of stops on 3rd St from five to four, and to relocate a stop. Currently, we have both a gap of about one-third of a mile between stops, between Townsend and Harrison, and two stops on the same block, between Folsom and Howard.We are proposing to remove the stop at Howard, which is not as well used as the stop at Folsom, less than 500 feet away.We would also move the stop now at Harrison, which was previously under the overpass at Perry, to Bryant. This would allow us to have evenly spaced stops every other block.



Today’s Legislation
• Transit Reliability

• Remove 1 bus stop, establish another
• Establish right-turn lane at Townsend, two right-

turn lanes at Bryant and Folsom
• Extend towaway restrictions; remove 23 parking 

spaces; move 17 loading spaces, add 4

• Pedestrian Safety
• Establish 2 crosswalks
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Here is a summary of the legislation you are being asked to approve todayNote that you do not need to approve moving an existing transit laneYou also are not responsible for approving sidewalk extensions, i.e. bulbs – Public Works will approve that



Transit Lane Data Collection

• Study of potential delay caused by non-Muni vehicles in 
transit lanes

• Starting on Geary and 16th Street, then 3rd St following 
construction

• Bringing 3rd Street forward with existing “Bus/Taxi” 
distinction
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Now, separate from the 3rd St project, we are planning to conduct data collection on potential delay caused by non-Muni vehicles in transit lanesThat effort will focus on streets such as Geary, 16th St, and 3rd St following completion of constructionBased on this study, we will determine whether any vehicles currently allowed in transit lanes should be excluded on 3rd or elsewhereWe have conducted preliminary counts of non-Muni vehicles currently allowed in the transit lane on 3rd and based on that, we don’t believe we will find any delay – but we will use this study to confirm that



Next Steps
• Today: Legislation at SFMTA Board

• 2019: Final design and interim project construction
• Boarding islands and painted safety zones in lieu 

of bulbs
• Crosswalks at Folsom and Bryant, upgraded curb 

ramps not yet open

• 2023-24: Final project construction
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And here we have the project timelineAs you can see, we are hoping to have early implementation completed within a year, hopefully by early fallThis would include moving the transit lane and stops, as well as many of the pedestrian improvementsAt the Folsom and Bryant stops, there would be boarding islands with a channel behind them. This would be at street level, but too narrow for cars to enterConstruction of the interim project should take 1-2 monthsDepending on timing, construction may overlap with construction on 2nd Street, Brannan, the Central Subway and the Lefty O’Doul Bridge, as well as the Giants and potentially the start of the Warriors seasonHowever, it would take place during the mid-day, and three lanes would be maintained during peak periodsAnd that completes my presentation. Thank you very much.
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